SECTION THROUGH TYPICAL LIGHT POLE BASE™
NO SCALE

- Electric Light Pole and Base Plate (by others)
- Precast Concrete Pole Base™ Unit
- Hot-Dip Galvanized Anchor Rods; Supplied by Light Pole Manufacturer and Installed Per Specified Pattern.
- Steel Reinforcing (as specified)
- PVC Electric Conduits with Couplings Top and Bottom

Exposed Finished Texture

Electrical Conduit Depth

Bury Depth

5" MIN.

Bury Diameter

Ground Surface

Site Electrical Conduit, by Others

Backfill Material, Compact Per Specifications

Native Soil Material

Stone Foundation, as Specified

* This drawing is for reference only.
* Final designs for construction must be prepared by a registered Professional Engineer using the loading and actual conditions of the proposed site.

Typical Light Pole Base™ Installation
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